
 
World History: Week of January 19-22 

Notes:  
➔ Review assignments nightly (10-15 minutes)  
➔ Notes are taken in the Digital Notebook under “Unit 3 Digital Notebook” in Google Classroom under the “Classwork” section.  
➔ Highlights: Test or Quiz; due date 

 

 

Unit 3: Ancient Greece and Rome: Common Rule and Government 
Unit Claim: Students will explore how permanent settlements can only thrive with common rules and organizational structures.  
Unit Assessment: A one-page essay that answers the question- What factors make a civilization influential? 

  Outcomes  Assignments (Main things done in class) 

Monday 
MLK Day - No 

School 

I can  
 
I can  
 
 

➔  
 
Homework:  

Tuesday  

I can identify and explain how Ancient Roman 
inventions worked.  
 
I can explain how Roman achievements have 
impacted the modern world.  

➔ Quiz: Roman Achievements impact on modern society 
➔ Students will complete their claim journal explaining how the Roman 

Achievements have impacted the modern world (CER Format)  
◆ Complete Slide 7-8 in Digital Notebook  

 
Homework:  Review material 

Wednesday  

I can describe the components of the Roman 
Republic.  
 
I can compare the Roman Republic to the U.S. 
Republic.  
 

➔ Videos on Roman Republic  
➔ Notes on 3 branches of Roman Government and U.S. Government  

 
Homework: Complete Republic Review Worksheet 

Thursday 
½ Day 

Periods 1-3 

I can describe the components of the Roman 
Republic.  
 
I can compare the Roman Republic to the U.S. 
Republic.  

➔ DUE: Republic Review Worksheet 
➔ Graded Venn Diagram: Compare and Contrast the Roman Republic to the U.S. 

Republic  
➔ In your opinion, was Rome truly democratic?  

 
Homework: Review notes in preparation for a quiz next week 



 

 

 

Friday 
½ Day 

Periods 4-6 

I can describe the components of the Roman 
Republic.  
 
I can compare the Roman Republic to the U.S. 
Republic.  

➔ DUE: Republic Review Worksheet 
➔ Graded Venn Diagram: Compare and Contrast the Roman Republic to the U.S. 

Republic  
➔ In your opinion, was Rome truly democratic?  

 
Homework: Review notes in preparation for a quiz next week 

How can I “review” at home? 
➔ Reread articles and annotate with additional thoughts  
➔ Review slides in Digital Notebook  

◆ Cover up answers and explain the material out loud or in your head  
◆ Copy and paste the slide and clear the information - see if you can add the information back from memory, check what you missed on the 

original slide. You can highlight what you missed so you know to focus on that information.  
➔ Vocabulary  

◆ Create flashcards on index cards or on an app like Quizlet (quizlet.com)  
● Use the glossary for vocabulary words, add any important terms  

◆ Create a fun story that includes the vocabulary words - this will help you remember what they mean!  
➔ Rewatch videos posted on Google Classroom  
➔ Answer the topic “key questions” in your own words.  

https://quizlet.com/

